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OIL HAND PUMPS 
SUIT 20L, 60L and 205L 

DRUMS 

20 Litre Gear Oil Drum Pump - Part Number: 8828 

 High quality components and the smooth pump action make the 8828 the 
ideal pump for the transfer of engine gear, diff and hydraulic oils in busy 
vehicle servicing workshops  

 Drainback nozzle holster ensures that excess oil ends up back in the drum 
and not on your workshop floor  

 UV stabilized long life hose ensures a long service life  

 Easy to operate pump action delivers lubricant on the down stroke 

 

"99" Series Spring Operated Drum Pumps 
Part Number:  
9926/9928– suit 20L 
9976/9978– suit 60L 

 Ideal for the topping up of engines, gear boxes, transmissions and 
differentials, workshop mechanics can perform oil changes more quickly with 
the aid of the “99” Series of drum pumps from Alemite Lubrequip. 

 Spring operated pump and lever action oil control valve facilitates semi 
automatic oil transfer  

 Unique swivelling pump head assembly allows the hose to “follow” the 
operator, thus reducing the chance of annoying hose kinks  

 Robust zinc pump head assembly and ground shafts with O’Ring seals ensure 
long working life  

 Includes UV stabilized hose, lever action oil control valve and drain back 
nozzle holster  

 Provides an economical and efficient means of handling and dispensing the 
ever increasing number of grades of oil and types of ATF that now need to be 
carried to conform with manufacturers lubricant specification requirements. 
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60 and 205 litre drums  Oil Transfer Drum Pumps - Part Number: 304600 

 Suitable for the transfer of light to medium viscosity lubricants  

 Delivers approximately 0.45 litres per stroke  

 Fully serviceable  

 Telescopic downtube makes the pump suitable for 60 and 205 litre drums  

 Includes a delivery hose and outlet spout facilitates quicker, easy and 
contaminent free lubricant transfer  

 Steel body and brass segmented piston makes the pump also suitable for the 
transfer of kerosene, coolant and transmission fluids  

 304500 as above but without hose  

Rotary Drum Pump for 205L Drums - Part Number: 501A 

 Zinc alloy impellars make the pump suitable for the transfer of diesel fuel, 
petrol, kerosene, unleaded petrol and low viscosity oils  

 Delivery rates of 18LPM or 0.26 litres per rotation  

 Cast alloy body construction ensures a long working life and smooth operation  

 Can syphon and transfer fuels and lubes in reverse, if and when required  

 Includes 2.2 metres of farm tank hose, bung adaptor, rubber gasket for 
keeping contaminants out of your fuel and lubes, a four chamber rotor 
assembly, spout and spout holster 

 
 


